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List of Changes
13-11-2020

Additional electrical tests using the LCV devices have been reported:
- The effect of the bridge width has been studied and the programming
current has been determined as a function of width.
- The resistance variation upon annealing has been reported.
- A testing protocol has been developed, with a wide range of
programming procedures including the variation of the pulse width and
voltage, as well as the variation of the quenching rate, for different
voltage. Such a procedure allows the determination of the operating
conditions for the SET and RESET process.

1

Introduction

The realization of vehicles for electrical testing that can be exchanged between academic and industrial
partners is crucial to the achievements of BeforeHand objectives. Such vehicles have the scope of
testing the different novel bilayer phase change (PCM) heterostructures to verify if they possess
enhanced performances with respect to the state of the art PCM for automotive application and, at the
same time, to demonstrate their capability as processors.
The main objective of WP3 within the 1st year of project’s exploitation was to show the realization of
several test vehicles to be used for heterostructure electrical characterization. Within the project three
different types of devices are proposed. The first one, developed within Task 3.1, is a classical vertical
memory cell geometry that will allow to test the thin film materials quickly and reliably and will be
used to provide information for the demonstrator activity also called Single Cell Vehicle (SCV). The
second kind of devices, prepared within Task 3.2, are horizontal structures used for the investigation of
electro migration of material constituting elements and to investigate lateral transport that might be
really relevant in crystalline heterostructures, named Lateral Cell Vehicle (LCV). The third type of
devices, fabricated within Task 3.3, deals with contacting NWs to allow electrical transport along the
long axis of the NWs (NW-contact), the capability to realize such devices was already demonstrated in
D3.1. Within this deliverable we will not report further on NW devices as those are ready to be
implemented and are waiting for WP2 delivery of appropriate NWs, on the realization of such NWs
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was reported at M18 in D2.2, while their electrical characterization will be reported in D4.6 at M35.
Furthermore, after the technical meeting at M9 after request from the PO and the reviewers, D3.1 that
in the GA was concerned only with the device specification release was revised and we were asked to
report also on the device fabrication occurred till M9 for all three types of devices, which from GA
should have been reported in the present D3.2.
The present document is the second Deliverable generated by the WP3 “Device development” and it is
focused on the realization of test vehicles of task 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Such deliverable follows D3.1 that
dealt with such device fabrication description. In D3.1 we already reported part of the device
fabrication. In this document, we will refer to D3.1 where necessary. This deliverable is organized into
the following two main sections: 2. Realization of SCV and 3. Realization of LCV, each section deals
with the device fabrication and its electrical validation. With the realization of all test vehicles and the
electrical validation of two vehicle types we achieve milestone MS2 as well.

2

Realization of SCV

The goal of this first activity is to prepare a SCV complete flow process to allow the electrical
characterization of the various heterostructures produced in WP2. For the realization of the SCV we
choose to use a Mushroom-like phase change memory device as described in D3.1 paragraph A. The
realization of the bottom electrode and heater will be described in paragraph 2.1, where we also show
the deposition of the PCM active layer. The realization of the top electrodes is described in paragraph
2.2.
2.1

Realization of bottom electrode and heater

The single cell, as sketched in Fig. 1, consists of a bottom electrode (indicated in blue) separated from
the surrounding structure by the silicon dioxide and the silicon nitride passivation layers (in pink and
in light blue respectively). A TiN heater structure is in the middle area (dark gray), with nominal
diameters in the mask spanning from 30 nm to 300 nm, surmounted by the mushroom in the PCM
layer (red ). A top electrode/pad contact (in yellow ) and a contact pad for the back connection (in
blue) complete the structure of the cell.
The bottom electrode and the heater are produced in LETI foundry, while the lateral definition of the
PCM layer and of top contact electrode is performed at CNR-IMM Catania unit.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a SCV.

The simple structures sketched in Fig. 1 were integrated in 8” wafers implementing a fabrication flow
using only standard processes used for IC fabrication as described in D3.1. The 248nm scanner enables
to shoot multiple flash-fields on to 200mm wafer. As shown in Fig. 2, each flash-field contains cells
with different heater diameters indicated in Fig. 2b) by D30 to D300, meaning nominal heater
diameters spanning from 30 to 300 nm. The bottom electrodes are defined using 248nm lithography
while the small heater are defined using e-beam lithography in order to enable sub 100nm patterns.

Fig. 2. a) Mapping of the flash-fields fabricated in a 8” wafer. grey cells correspond to the cells exposed with ebeam lithography containning the heater structures described previously and sketched in Fig. 1. All other cells
have only the bottom electrodes patterns (this strategy is used to limit e-beam lithography exposure times) In b)
the TiN heater diameters of the cells (30-300 nm) fabricated in a single grey shot are summarized.
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Fabricated samples where coated with resist to protect the heater structures from oxidizing and
corroding during transport that will alter the contact quality. SEM analyses were performed in plan and
in cross section on cells focusing the attention on the TiN heater as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. a), b) SEM plan view images of single heater, c) SEM cross section view of a single heater structure.

8” wafers prepared by LETI, (containing only lower portion of the cells, that is the bottom electrode
and the heaters) were diced in order to separate the useful flash-fields and to complete cells
fabrication. Samples consisting in wafers portions were in fact processed for the PCM active layer
deposition in PDI, URTOV and UGRO. Single flash_fields, two flash-fields and half flash-fields
samples were prepared in order to have samples with different dimensions to be processed by the
project partners. We recall here that the partners utilize different deposition methods and reactors:
schemes and dimensions of the samples are reported in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The wafers were diced and pieces of different dimensions were delivered to different partners for the
chalcogenide deposition.
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Samples processed by PDI, URTOV and UGRO with the deposition of the active chalcogenide layer,
were sent back to CNR-IMM Catania for the next processing step, that is the PCM lateral definition
and the metal electrode fabrication.

Fig. 5. Optical characterization of SCV structures after the MBE Chalcogenide deposition. a), region with
deposition sample holder clamp shadow, b) and c) region with homogeneous deposition far from clamp at
different magnification.

Exemples of optical microscopy images of one of the processed samples, in particular the SCV
structure after MBE chalcogenide deposition, are reported in Fig. 5. In Fig.5 a) the shadow (area in
brown) induced by the presence of the round clamp used to attach the sample to the holder for
deposition is visible. The bottom electrodes are visible also after chalcogenide deposition (area in red).
Fig. 5 b) and c) display the deposited area far from the clamp at different magnification, showing the
uniformity of the deposition over large area.

2.2 SCV by direct negative writing: PCM definition by plasma etching
The approach followed by the project team was the fabrication of metallic contact electrodes by
sputtering deposition and plasma etching trough e-beam lithography of resist mask of the PCM
structures and the contacts, as described in the next paragraphs.
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2.2.1

Definition of PCM (by plasma etching) and top contact electrode fabrication

2.2.1.1 Alignment strategies, procedures and write field exposure on bottom metal contact
To achieve a perfect mix and match alignment between the LETI bottom contact structures and the
CNR-IMM Catania top PCM and contact electrode structures, a traditional methodology was used:
DUMMY structures already present in the LETI GDSII Layout (Fig. 2 and Fig. 6) were used. The
alignments, in the developed structures, are done using a manual methodology, as well as, an
automatic procedure using the images and the line scan. The procedure consists in the alignment of
Generalized Absolute Coordinates of the interferometer system XYZ, present in both CNR-IMM
Catania lithographic apparatus e-Line Raith and 150 Raith, with the local coordinate UVW of the
GDSII cad layout. In Fig. 6 a) the complete GSDII Layout is reported and the structures to be exposed
by e-beam lithography are shown and highlighted in b). Three flags indicating the marks for alignment
are introduced for clarity. The overall alignment procedure, as already mentioned, consists of a
preliminary manual followed by an automatic process. To this purpose the Layout and the SEM
images of the DUMMY structure, reported in Fig. 6 c) and d) are compared and “superimposed”.
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Fig. 6 Alignment strategies to combine the CAD-GDSII UVW local coordinate with the interferometer XYZ
generalized coordinate used for the (2x2) cm2 and (1x1) cm2 samples. In a) the complete GSDII Layout with
highlighted the structures that are exposed on different pieces, b) a schematic representation of the matrix
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element, c) and d) the Layout and the corresponding SEM image of the DUMMY structures used for the
Alignment.

In both procedure phases, 2-dimensional marks are used: mark detection and mark images comparison
are performed to determine the shift at each mark and to perform angle and shift coordinate
corrections. The “Automatic with Linescans” procedure uses linescans in U and V directions and
requires a cross-shaped mark.
Although in the e-beam line system is available the Fixed Beam Moving Stage module, considering
the huge time required for the exposition, we preferred the traditional write field procedure to expose
the GDSII layout. The used write fields are the (200x200) µm2 wide and the (400x400) µm2 wide
ones.
The layout of the PCM and contact electrode structures to be defined by e-beam lithography was
designed starting from the LETI structures layout. All the layouts of the adopted structures are drawn
using the eLine Raith® software and are shown in Fig. 7 d). Different colors are used for different
layers in the mask: the three layers of the original SCV layout as provided by LETI ( ), of the
modified layout ( ) with the top contact upper pad larger than the other pads, to ensure the total
resistance – RTOT – reduction, and of the layout further modified and enlarged by 5 μm ( ). The
reason for choosing a modified layout will be explained in the next deliverable (D3.4) dedicated to the
optimization of the devices. This issue was discussed with the reviewer panel during the Technical
meeting held in Brussel at M9 and we decided to implement those modified structures in the layout.
In order to reduce the processing steps, we adopted a practical solution that consists in drawing the
structures to be defined by e-beam with a very large contour. This solution allows to use the lift-off
technique for the structures definition in place of the dry etching step (e.g. ICP). On the right structure
of Fig. 7 d), the four layers of the original SCV layout are displayed, with contour 3 μm ( ) and 5 μm
( ) wide, and the SCV modified layout with contour 3 μm ( ) and 5 μm ( ) wide (3 and 5 μm wide
contours were used to evaluate the best result).
In Fig. 7 a) b) and c) SEM images of completed SCV cell structure fabricated entirely at LETI
(starting point) and of the DUMMY structure used for the alignment are shown. In Fig. 7 e) a table
containing the layers description and their corresponding colors in the mask layout is reported.
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Fig. 7 a), b) and c) SEM images of completed SCV cell structure fabricated by LETI shown at different
magnification (starting point) and the DUMMY structure used for the Alignment. d) on the left structure, are
displayed the three layers the original SCV layout as provided by LETI ( ), of the layout ( ) modified to
reduce RTOT and the layout modified enlarging laterally the pad ( ); on the right structure, are displayed the
four layers of the original SCV layout with contour 3 μm ( ) and 5 μm (

) wide, and the SCV modified layout

with contour 3 μm ( ) and 5 μm ( ) wide. In e) a table with the mask layers description.
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2.2.1.2 Metal contact fabrication
The lift-off procedure for the metal contact fabrication requires a cleaning of the sample surface before
the metal deposition step. A fluoride acid at 0.5% in deionized water solution was used to remove the
surface oxide layer, while using a PMMA masking layer to protect the other pad structures already
present in the SCV.
Samples with phase change materials deposited at URTOV and PDI were processed first, by sputtering
a Tungsten layer with a nominal thickness of 30 nm. Before the metal deposition, the sample surface
was observed by optical and SEM microscopy. The images of the URTOV sample are shown in Fig. 8
a), b) and c); analogous images are reported for the PDI sample in Fig. 8 d), e) and f). All images
display a sample rather clean and with all pads covered by the PMMA except those open to allow
metal deposition.
AFM measurements, shown in Fig. 9, were conducted to check the metal deposited thickness and to
calibrate the deposition time. The W deposited thickness was measured to be 22 nm.

Fig. 8. Optical a) and SEM b), c) microscopy images of a URTOV sample 1x1 cm2; d) and e), f) analogous
images of a PDI sample, 2x1 cm2.
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Fig. 9 AFM analyses of the Tungsten layer after the lift-off procedure: the measured thickness is about 22 nm.

The Tungsten electrode pad deposition and lateral definition processes were implemented on both
URTOV and PDI samples. SEM analyses were conducted to characterize the electrode and, in
particular, to verify the correct alignment with the heater structures buried at the crossing region of
bottom and top electrodes. As clearly seen in Fig. 10, the alignment was successful.
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Fig. 10. a), b), c) SEM characterization of SCV structures after the tungsten electrode deposition and lateral
definition by lift-off procedure. The metal electrode is well aligned with the underlying heater structures.

The next step of the fabrication procedure is the PCM patterning by plasma etching.

2.2.1.3 Plasma etching
Samples processing was running at M14 and we were ready for this last step and to proceed to the
electrical testing of the devices. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 Emergency the Italian
government decided that from the 10/03/2020 till 18/05/2020 the whole country should stay in
quarantine and internal movements were allowed only for proven work needs, to buy food and for
health/special reasons. In respect to this safety procedures all CNR-IMM researchers working in
BeforeHand performed smart working from home, suspending all the experimental work.
Once resumed experimental work the plasma etching process was performed at first on the LETI
structure to test the process and to rapidly validate the electrical capability of the devices. Then all
other samples were processed.
We accomplished several trials with a 12" wafer Routh & Raw ICP (Ion Coupled Plasma) system. The
final recipe used is characterized by a 120 second process to obtain the total GST layer etching (30 nm
thick). The parameters used are: power RF 200W, polarization voltage 75 V, chamber pressure 4E-3
mbar, the chemical mixture is CHF3: Ar and 25: 30 sccm are the flows used respectively.
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Fig. 11. a), b), c) SEM characterization of SCV structures after the plasma etching of the tungsten electrode
shown at different magnification and the DUMMY structure used for the Alignment.

The outcome of the plasma etching process is shown in Fig. 11, and as it can be clearly seen, the
process was successful and allowed for the contact definition as expected. In Fig. 11 we show three
different parts of the samples, in a) the top contact with thin lines and all contacts of the same size, in
b) the larger top contacts and finally in c) the DUMMY structure used for alignment.

2.3

Electrical validation of SCV structures

Testing of the employed materials and device structures: URTOV SAMPLE
Before the device realization, the electrical resistance of a flat film deposited by URTOV on SiO2 was
studied as a function of temperature. The material used for the validation of the SCV structures has
been prepared with composition GST225, in order to decouple possible issues related to the new
materials deposition from others coming from the device manufacturing. Figure 12 shows the sheet
resistance measured on a flat film deposited in the amorphous phase, as a function of temperature. For
each temperature, the sample was annealed for 3 min and the ramp rate to change from one
temperature to the subsequent was 20°C/min. After in situ annealing at 160°C the film is fully
converted to the crystalline phase, with a sheet resistance of 1 kOhm/sq, corresponding to a resistivity
of 5 mOhm cm, typical of the rocksalt phase. For the realization of the SCV structures, the film,
deposited amorphous on the structured wafer containing the heaters and the bottom pads, has been
annealed at 180°C for 30 min.
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Fig. 12. Sheet resistance as a function of temperature as measured by four point probes on a flat GST225 thin
film (50 nm) deposited in the amorphous phase by URTOV. The SCV devices have been realized by using the
same material annealed at 180°C.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the manufacturing process, we first tested the resistance of the
metal lines. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the resistance for the bottom contact and the top
contact, obtained by measuring the resistance between pads connecting the bottom line or the top line,
in manufactured devices of the URTOV sample. Bottom electrodes have resistance on the order of 10100 Ohm. Top electrodes have higher resistance, on the order of 2 kOhm -100 kOhm. It is worth to
note that, by using the layout shown in Fig. 11(b), with a large contact pad, the devices can be
functional, even if the contact resistance between the top pads is high.
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Fig. 13: Experimental cumulative distribution function for the Top and Bottom electrodes in the URTOV
sample.

Figure 14 shows the I-V characteristics obtained upon pulsing with increasing voltage up to a
maximum value and then decreasing. The pulse width is 300 ns and the rise and fall time are
nominally 3 ns (we reasonably might expect real rise and fall time of about 30 ns). Two logic states
with high and low resistance value can be clearly distinguished.
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Fig. 14: Two examples of (a) current vs voltage and (b) resistance vs. programming current characteristics upon
pulsing

Testing of the employed materials and device structures: PDI SAMPLE
The material used for the validation of the SCV structures has been prepared with a Ge rich
composition GST523. Figure 15 shows the sheet resistance measured on a flat film deposited on SiO2
in the amorphous phase, as a function of temperature. The ramp rate to change from one temperature
to the subsequent was 20°C/min and then the sample was annealed for 3 min.
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Fig. 15. Sheet resistance as a function of temperature, as measured by four point probes on a flat GST523 film
(30 nm) deposited in the amorphous phase by PDI.

Figure 16 shows the distribution of the resistance for the bottom contact and the top contact, obtained
by measuring the resistance between pads connecting the bottom line or the top line. Both top and
bottom contacts exhibit less spread in the distribution, compared to the URTOV sample.

Fig. 16: Experimental cumulative distribution function for the Top and Bottom electrodes in the PDI sample.

Figure 17 shows the I-V characteristics obtained upon pulsing with increasing voltage up to a
maximum value and then decreasing. The pulse width is 1 µs and the rise and fall time are 10 ns,
respectively.
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The two logic states, with high and low resistance value can be clearly distinguished. Compared to the
devices obtained by using GST225, in the Ge rich material prepared at PDI, higher resistance and
higher threshold voltage (around 4 V) are observed.

Fig. 17: Example of (a) current vs voltage and (b) resistance vs programming current characteristics obtained in
different SCV devices manufactured with GST523 deposited at PDI.

3

Realization of LCV

PCM demonstrated a long cycling endurance, moderate power consumption, high reliability and
CMOS compatibility. However in the last years, the atomic movement inside the chalcogenide alloy
during device operation has been reported as a possible concern for device reliability. The strong
electrical field and the thermal gradient induce a separation of the alloy elements, which result in
different local physical properties (melting point, electrical conductivity, crystallization rate, etc.) of
the cell. Atomic migration under an electric field (electromigration) in molten and crystalline
chalcogenide material might be studied as well as high-temperature thermoelectric transport at small
scales after and during pulsed dc stress. In this deliverable section, the fabrication of LCV-PCM, that
is devices in a Line configuration, is reported. The LCV structure preparation starts with the
chalcogenide thin planar film deposition on an appropriate substrate (see D3.1). The substrate material
is thermally treated in inert atmosphere at 300° C for 30 min and subsequently is covered with 1541
HSQ Dow Corning e-beam resist by spin coating; a bridge structure is defined by EBL as described in
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details in D3.1 and sketched in Fig. 18 a) and b) in top and in transversal cross section view
respectively.

Fig. 18. Schematics of LCV vehicle: a) top and b) transversal cross section view.

The manufacturing methodology adopted and reported in D3.1 is suitable for application to the various
samples grown by the different groups of the consortium (MBE deposition at PDI, physical deposition
at URTOV, pulsed laser deposition at UGRO and sputtering deposition at LETI). In a first step, the
preparation of the structures was conducted on materials supplied by LETI, with two different
stoichiometries: i) GST-225 standard stoichiometry and ii) Ge rich stoichiometry. The choice was
made considering the need to fine-tune all the processes of exposure, development, plasma etching and
passivation of the structure.
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Fig. 19. Sheet resistance as a function of temperature for GST-225 samples (gray) compared with Ge-rich GST
(red).

The as grown samples of either composition were diced into smaller pieces and each sample was
annealed at different temperatures for 30 min. For GST-225 the samples were annealed by step of
50°C from 100°C to 350°C while Ge-rich GST from 150°C to 400°C.
The samples were characterized by measuring their resistance by four point probe and plotting it
against the annealing temperature. Such representation yields a clear indication of the temperature at
which the sample turned crystalline. In Fig. 19 it is immediately visible that the temperature at which
the GST-225 turned crystalline is 150°C, as the resistance dropped from 2-3x109 to 9x105 W·cm.
Similar trend is observed for Ge-rich GST, but the temperature for the phase transition is in this case
350°C, as observed by resistance dropping from 4x109 to 4x105 W·cm.
Such results have been confirmed by Raman spectroscopy as shown in Fig. 20 and 21. For as
deposited amorphous GST-225 we observe only two distinct peaks at 123 and 152 cm-1 assigned to
vibrations of defective octahedra. Please note that the peak maximum was identified by a fit with a
single Lorentian function. A more accurate analysis will be presented at a later stage after comparison
with simulations. After a 30 min annealing at 100°C the two peaks are still visible, though less intense
and positioned at 127 and 150 cm-1. Further annealing at 150°C leads the spectrum to change
consistently with the peaks positioned at 103 and 152 cm-1 moving towards smaller and larger
frequency, respectively. The two modes typical for the crystalline phase are usually assigned to Eg and
A1g. By increasing annealing temperature the Eg peak does not shift further whereas the A1g peak shift
up to a value of 170 cm-1. This behaviour is fully consistent with that shown in Fig. 19 by the
resistance as function of annealing temperature. It is interesting to note that an annealing at 350° does
not affect the Raman spectrum, indicating that the material was not damaged.
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Fig. 20. Comparison of Raman spectra for GST-225 as grown and after annealing for 30 min at different
temperatures.

Similar comparison of Raman spectra is presented in Fig. 21 for Ge-rich GST as grown and after
annealing for 30 min at different temperatures. For as deposited amorphous Ge-rich GST we observe
only three broad peaks at 66 and 161 and 268 cm-1. To safely assign those peaks we have to compare
them with theoretical simulations that are in progress. Please note that the assignment of the Raman
peaks and their discussion will be presented in the deliverable D4.2 dedicated to the vibrational
studies. Upon annealing up to 300°C we observe that the first peak shifts towards higher frequency up
to 84 cm-1, while the other two peaks remain not affected both in terms of position and intensity. At
350°C the spectrum changes consistently: the peaks at the lowest and highest frequency disappear
while the middle one remains. An important feature is the appearance of a very strong peak at 296 cm1

. In Fig. 21 a) the scala is interrupted for clarity purposes, in order to show all spectra in one graph.

The full scala for the samples annealed at the three highest temperatures is shown in b). The peak at
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296-298 cm-1 is assigned to crystalline Germanium while the peak at 153-160 cm-1 corresponds to the
crystallized GST. Please note that by Raman spectroscopy it is rather difficult to infer the composition
of the GST alloy under investigation for such purposes the X-Ray diffraction (XRD) characterization
might be more appropriate. The XRD investigation of those samples is presently ongoing.

Fig. 21. Comparison of Raman spectra for Ge-rich GST as grown and after annealing for 30 min at different
temperatures. In a) the scala is interrupted for clarity purposes, in order to show all spectra in one graph. The
full scala for the samples annealed at the three highest temperatures is shown in b).

3.1

Bridge fabrication: Experimental

The first processing step was the complete crystallization by thermal annealing of the film at 300°350° C, depending on the alloy, for 30 min in inert ambient as indicated in D3.1. The crystallized
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samples were covered with a 1541 HSQ Dow Corning e-beam resist 180 nm thick, deposited by spin
coating. The HSQ layer is patterned by e-beam lithography using the LCV layout structure.

Fig 22. E-beam lithography layout used for the LCV structures patterning. In the first, second and third row the
active region of nominally 50 nm x500 nm (width x length), 100x500nm and 200 nm x500 nm are visible. In the
second and in the third row passivation layers located over the active region are shown.

In Fig. 18 a schematic structure of the LCV is reported and in Fig. 22 we show the layout used for the
exposition/patterning. Various structures with different geometries are prepared in the same layout. In
particular, structures with active region dimensions of 50 nm x 500 nm, of 100 nm x 500 nm and
200nm x 500 nm. In the second and third layout rows the passivation areas located over the active
region between the pads are clearly visible. After the lithography, the resist was developed in TMAH
4% solution, for one minute, and then washed in deionized water for several minutes. To enhance
cross-linking of HSQ bonds, the samples were annealed in N2 at 180°C for 30 min. The mask was then
transferred to the GST layer by Inductively Coupled Plasma using a gas mixture of CHF3 and Argon
using a Roth-Raw Inductively Coupled Plasma etching apparatus. The gas mixture was CHF3 25 sccm,
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Argon 30 sccm; the plasma power and adopted bias were respectively 200 W and 75 Volt; the etching
time was fixed at 140 sec for a GST225 50 nm thick layer. The process was completed with an
annealing process at 400°C for 30 min.

Fig. 23. SEM images of typical fabricated bridge structures. Different minimum size were adopted, in the bridge
structures, the line width was spanned in the range between 0.05 and 0.2 µm.

In Fig. 23 SEM images of the typical fabricated structure are reported. The line width and length was
spanned in the range between 0.05 and 0.2 µm and 400 and 600 nm, respectively. The active regions,
the bridges, were then passivated with an HSQ layer 110 nm thick, deposited by spin on the sample
and spatially defined by e-beam lithography.
SEM images acquired at higher magnification of the samples shown in Fig. 23, are reported in Fig. 24
with the purpose of showing the obtained bridges. Several structures using different e-beam doses
were fabricated to tune and select the optimal lithography parameters for the structure pattering.
Moreover, in the same layout are included bridge structures with different geometries in order to
explore and to correlate the ion drift mechanism to the used geometry.
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Fig. 24. SEM images of samples shown in Fig. 20, obtained here with an higher magnification: device structures
having different nominal width are imaged: a) 200 nm, b) 100 nm and c) 50 nm.

3.2

Electrical validation of LCV structures

Preliminary electrical validation of the fabricated LCV was planned already in March 2020 (see Fig.
25). Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 Emergency the Italian government decided that from the
10/03/2020 till 18/05/2020 the whole country should stay in quarantine and internal movements were
allowed only for proven work needs, to buy food and for health/special reasons. In respect to this
safety procedures all CNR-IMM researchers working in BeforeHand performed smart working from
home, suspending all the experimental work.
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Fig. 25. a) Picture of the LCV sample under the electrical characterization probe station, b) optical microscope
image showing the pads contacted by the tips.

The devices exhibit resistance value on the order of 5 -10 kOhm, as expected for a material in the
crystalline phase, with resistivity of about 3 mOhm cm.

Fig. 26. Resistance Versus programming current as measured in devices with different width, upon 300 ns
pulses

In order to determine the parameters required to RESET the device by melting and quenching, 300 ns
wide pulses with increasing voltage were applied, while measuring the programming current (staircase
up). After the programming pulse, the resistance was measured at 0.3 V. Figure 26 shows the
programming curve of a device, obtained with 300 ns pulses with increasing voltage, as measured in
several devices with width 50 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm. The programming current required for RESET
increases as the linewidth increases and scales well with the resistance value, as shown in Figure 27.
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Fig. 27. Programming current versus initial resistance, for different tested linewidth

For the SET process, in analogy to the testing procedure applied for the vertical devices (described in
details in D3.3), we applied voltage pulses of 300 ns with decreasing voltage, starting from the
maximum voltage reached for the RESET operation. After each pulse, the resistance was measured at
0.3 V. Figure 28 shows, as an example for different linewidth, the resistance versus current measured
during the staircase up (black symbols), and those during the staircase down (red symbols). All the
devices exhibit the same behavior, clearly indicating that 300 ns pulses are not able to switch the
device into the SET low resistance state.

Figure 28: Resistance as a function of programming current, measured in devices with different linewidth
during application of pulses with increasing (staircase up) or decreasing voltage.

To check if the device after RESET was functional, the device has been annealed by performing 5
minutes isochronal annealing with increasing temperature. The resistance variation upon annealing
temperature is shown in Figure 29. The data clearly indicates that the device is working, it is initially
amorphous and can be converted into the crystalline structure at temperature around 180°C.
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Figure 29: Resistance as a function of annealing temperature, measured in devices with width 100 nm.

Therefore, in order to determine the proper conditions for the SET process, we have performed several
experiments adopting the following procedure:
a) the device was programmed in the RESET state by applying a 300 ns pulse (with a fall time of 10
ns) at the reset voltage Vres.
b) a series of pulses with decreasing voltage from Vres to 0.3 V has been applied (“staircase down”)
and the programming current has been monitored during the pulse. After each pulse, the resistance has
been measured at 0.3 V. The SET pulses have a fixed fall time tF.
c) After each staircase down at a fixed tf, the device has been programmed in the RESET state by
applying a 300 ns pulse at Vres.
To determine the SET conditions, several “staircase down” measurements have been performed, with
fall time ranging from 10 ns to 1500 ns. The resistance measured in a device with width 100 nm as a
function of fall time and applied voltage or current is shown in figure 30 a) and c), respectively. From
the map in Fig. 30, we find that to obtain the lowest resistance, a fall time of at least 900 ns is required.
We then performed a further experiment, in which the fall time has been kept fixed and equal to 10 ns,
while the width of the pulse has been varied, in the range from 300 ns to 1300 ns. The results are
shown in Figure 30 b) and d). Changing the width seems to be more effective for the SET process, and
the lowest resistance value can be obtained with a 500 ns wide pulse.
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Figure 30: Resistance as a function of applied voltage during the staircase down, while changing the fall time (a)
or the pulse width (b). Resistance as a function of programming current measured during the staircase down,
while changing the fall time (c) or the pulse width (d).

The main purpose of the LCV devices is to evaluate the material degradation by studying the atomic
migration upon cycling. Here we have demonstrated the functionality of the devices, we have studied
the dependence on the linewidth, and have developed an effective procedure to identify the operating
conditions for SET and RESET. Further use of such devices will be focused on reliability studies,
employing the more promising material composition.

4

Conclusions

The realization of vehicles for electrical testing that can be exchanged between partners is reported
here.
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We planned to realize three different kind of test vehicles:
1. a classical vertical memory cell geometry (SCV),
2. horizontal structures that will be used for the investigation of electro migration (LCV),
3. contacting NWs to allow electrical transport along the long axis of the NWs (NW-contact).
All three test vehicles were fabricated, so far, in parallel. Within this deliverable we report on the
fabrication on the first two types of devices, as NW-contact are implemented (reported in D3.1) and
ready to be tested on the first set of NWs produced in WP2. The realization of the suitable NWs will
be reported at M18 in D2.2, while their electrical characterization will be reported in D4.6 at M35.
Both the SCV and the LCV have been electrically validated. In both the devices two logic states are
clearly visible and it is possible to reversibly switch between the two states. The devices can be
therefore successfully employed to study the performance of different materials. A first test has been
performed by manufacturing SCV using either GST225 or GST523. They are both working and further
characterization will be performed on the more promising materials that will be developed within the
project. Thus, we declare the achievement of milestone MS2 concerned with the realization of
basic PCM devices expecting that at least one of the three configurations will be working and will
allow for the electrical characterization. Within this report in fact we showed that both SCV and LCV
have been realized and are working with either GST225 or GST523.
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